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What is Guud?
         Guud is a Faith-Based Social Network that helps members leave big tech and
free their families from the grip of the Great Reset sponsored companies. 

 Gathering place for pro-faith people who want to spread more guud1.
 Offer a pro-liberty alternative to FB, IG, TT, YT, Amazon, & Twitch2.
 Offer the social tools that provide connectedness & safety for everyone3.
 Enable families to become independent and free from corrupt systems4.
 Be the social, economic, and educational backbone of the resistance5.
 Enable families to homeschool and reject the current status quo6.

What are our goals?
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What does Guud offer?
           Like many social networks, you can share photos, videos, and statuses with friends and family. We
also offer private groups with a discord-like chat, courses anyone can create (free & paid), topics with
debates, & public pages for creators. 

           Every page has a store to sell products, events, long & short video, audio, live video streaming, can
create quests, and can offer paid courses.

Guud Quests
Creators can interact with their followers by asking them to complete quests. It could be as
simple as answering questions, posting a video response, or even clicking on links. Followers
earn points with creators, which can earn them rewards with your page. It's the best way to
build your community and have them spread more Guudness.

Self-reliant Economy
Guud offers free invite-only accounts, but has tiered paid accounts that allow for more
money making opportunities. We have our own currency called Fruit (not crypto), and every
component is built to give 40%+ of our revenue (not profit!) back to paying members. 
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Free Content Management
We will add your content to Guud, so you don’t have to mess around with learning a new
social media website, for the first 30 days! Buy a membership account, and you will earn a
split of 10% of our revenue! PLUS we are offering a contest for 2024, where 10 or less
people will earn an additional 10% of our revenue (revenue, not profit!)

Referral Points
Every creator is given unlimited referrals for our invite-only launch and receive 100 points for
every new member referred, & that's even for free accounts! If referrals upgrade to paid you
get double points. If your referral refers someone else, you get 75 points, and if that
"someone else" invites & refers another someone else, you get 50 points, and so on, down 15
levels. 

            We know that joining yet another new social network can be risky, so we are 
offering an AMAZING reward for the first 100 creators on Guud. It's a goldrush!
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            Sell Products - First 25 brands selling get forever pioneer status

            Invite Brands to Sell Products (Earn 2% per transaction, for life)

            Invite Brands to our Ad Platform (1% for advertiser & publishers for life)

            Charge for a course (or multiple courses)

            Followers can gift you fruit

            Followers can add gifted comments in live video

            10% affiliate if referrals convert to paying members

15+ Ways To Make Money
We keep a detailed fruit log that records all of the fruit earned & spent on the platform. Here
are just a few of the main ways to profit from being an early Guud member:
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Compete For Partner Level
            The hidden top paid tier of membership is called "Partner Level". We will have a total
of 1,000 slots, but will reward them slowly. Compete for the first 50 spots by Dec 31, 2024.

How does it work, and why would I want this?

At the end of the year Dec 31, 2024 the top 50 Founder accounts will earn partner level
without paying for that ben accounts will earn partner level without paying for that
benefit.efit. 

Partners earn a split of an additional 5% revenue quarterly, but since it is limited to a
small amount of people, it's a much larger payout.
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Go to our website https://guud.co and learn more about our vision. Read our
manifesto at the bottom of our home page. If you share our vision, continue!

Sign up using the code "guudcreator" (it's free & gets you our top account). Once
inside, go to "public pages" and click "create". Once created, post some content or
media!

On your profile (not connected to your page, but on the account level), you will have
a tab that says "invite". This contains your special invite link. You will have unlimited
referrals. It's a special tracking link. If a user joins from your link, they will auto-follow
your pages.

Post about us, and add your invite link to your linktree! Your split of our 10% of
revenue is based on referral points.

Guidelines For Joining
If you want to be early in the Guud gold rush, follow the steps below:
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Exclusive 25% Founder Flash Sale
Followers/friends can always get 25% off of our Family+ Plan using your referral link.
However, we will setup a one time 24 Hour Flash sale just for YOUR account that gets your
followers 25% off our Founders Membership Plan. This will be limited to one creator a day,
to keep it an exclusive offer. This is the only time we discount our top plan. Just let us
know when, and we’ll schedule it on the calendar.
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SALE

The Founders Membership Plan is the plan that allows users of Guud to earn a split of
our income, earn interest on their fruit, earn affiliate revenue, and help fund Guud.



We're Excited To Connect
With Guud People Like You!
Go to https://guud.co to get started now!
*Read our Talking Points PDF to start
sharing the GUUD news!

THANK YOU FOR READING & PARTICIPATING
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